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Weekend Edition
The Maine Campus
THE L" ERSITY OF MAINE NEWSPAPER SINCE 1875
Vol. 107 No. 3
An army ROTC helicopter made a routine landing on the Mall last week.
jnioto by Scott ,LeClair) 
number of courses being
offered at the University,
but fewer sections and
fewer students taking
courses," Collins said.
According to Collins,
the enrollment of first-
year students is down by
approximately 4(X) peo-
ple, but the total enroll-
ment on campus is about
the same- I 3,000 people.
"There are more gradu-
ate students, evening
students, and those taking
courses through Interac-
tive Television (ITV), and
this has offset the de-
cline," Collins said.
Weather
easles vaccination underway
By Bridget Soper
Starr Writer
After immunizing over 2,000 students
against measles last year. Cutler Health
Center is ready to begin immunizing
students again.
The people targeted by the special clinic.
which will be held on Sep 20 from 8:00
a.m. to 6:00 p.m., are first-year and trans-
fer students.
The University of Maine had a measles
outbreak in February of 1990. during
which 50 cases of measles were reported.
All of the students w came down with
measles had been sly vaccinated.
The two groups susceptible to
measles are th ated before 15
months of age immUnized be-
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brooke Hall ties on
bons for Wooi Peace
By Jennifer Crotty
Starr Writer
Whether they're old oaks or not, the
trees in front of Estabrook Hall have
yellow ribbons tied around them these
days.
Resident Direchr Kathy Neville said
the staff came up with the idea for two
reasons -- the Persian Gulf crisis and
conflicts in other countries.
"We put the ribbons there so people
would think when they drove by. There
are people on campus with friends and
loved ones in the Persian Gulf and there
are people in the building with family in
conflict in their own countries." said
Neville.
Five ri went up during the first
week of to the strains of the old
Tony Or tune, "Tie a Yellow Rib-
bon 'Its Old Oak Tree.''
By the e of the first weekend, two of
the ribbons were gone. Neville believes
that, if someone took them to use as a
remembrance, they should keep the rib-
bons.
"I'm hoping that if people took them.
they're using them. But if the) 're not
using them for a specific purpose. return
them," said Neville
The ribbons will be left up all year,
since Neville said that other ectintry's
conflicts may not end, even if the Persian
Gulf situation does.
"We want people to interpret the ribbons
in ways that make sense to them,"
Neville.
She said Balentine Hall is considering
hanging yellow ribbons in support of the
residents of Estabnxik Hall and those
involved in conflicts.
Neville said she has received lot of
positive support for the ribbons and for
another project, a bulletin board in the
lobby.
On the board is a dedication to every-
one involved in world conflicts and a
wish for peaceful resolution and their
safe return.
Next to that is a group of over 50 paper
leaves on which residents have written
their names, countries, and messages.
There are messages from China, Nica-
ragua, India and the United States, among
others.
Neville added that there had been a
supply of yellow ribbons attached to the
bulletin board for people to wear, and
that they had all been taken and used.
UMaine feels budget crunch
Last year's campus-wide
acuts at the University of
Maine have eliminated a
small number of' part-time
positions and temporary
positions on the Orono
campus and at University
College in Bangor, but for
the most part, the number
of classes and quality of
teaching has not yet been
negatively affected.
This was the general
conclusion heading into the
fall 1990 semester among
deans of differont colleges.
the registarar, and the office
of Public Affairs. '
According to Kay Hyatt.
the director of the news
Inside
bureau in the Public Af-
fairs office, the budget cuts
caused the loss of 48 faculty
positions 38 on the Orono
campus and 10 on the
University College campus
in Bangor.
"These positions were all
vacancies not filled or
short-term appointments,"
Hyatt said.
Registrar John Collins
said that the result of these
layoffs was that there were
less sections of the same
course being offered than
there were last fall, espe-
cially in the larger intro-
ductory courses.
"There .are the same
Sports, page 13
Cartoons, page 12
Editorial, page 10
News Briefs, page 2
fore 1980.
The vaccination serum used between
1968 and 1980 has been found to break
down when exposed to heat or sunlight
and is the rtson for the need- to be
Vaccinated again.
"Measles resiults in people dying. There
were 47 reported deaths last year due to
the measles. it is a highly contagious
disease and spreads quickly." said Mark
Jackson. director for Student Health
Services.
Jackson headetIthe mass immunization
efforts last seriester. 1,800 students were
immunized in one day at Cutler.
"It (the line),went quickly. I was-there
5-10 minutes.i I was in and I was out. It
didn't hurt," said Heather Black, a junior
See MEASLES page 20
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Campus adopts animal use policy
By Julie Campagna
Staff Writer
The University of Maine has its first
formal policy in regard to the humane
care and use of animals.
Approved by Prerident Dale Lick in
July, this policy states that all "live ver-
tebrate animals used for research, testing,
and teaching purposes" will be treated in
a humane and ethical manner.
The policy was prepared by the Insfi-
tutional Animal Care and Use Commit-
tee, according to Dr. Harold Gibbs, pro-
fessor of animal pathology at UMaine.
This committee is a requirement by the
federal government which requires every
campus, receiving federal funding and
using animals, to have a committee of
overseers.
Budget
The I ACUC' s :5.inctiorya.ary to deter
mine "whether and how live vertebrate
animals may be used in research, test
ing, and teaching, and 'to educate the
community with regard to the ethical
use of animals."
The committee must have a minimum
of seven members and it must include
one person who is not employed by the
University. The IACUC must approve
of any procedures before the activities
are to take place.
The IACUC must evaluate. al least
once every six months, wiiiiout prior
notice, the animal facilities and the
University's "program for humane
care and use for animals".
Prior to the approval of any research
See ANIMALS on page 16
continued from page 1
"These groups are not impacting traditional classes, so there is less demand for these
classes."
Julia Watkins, dean of the college of Social and Behavioral Sciences, said that the
budget cuts have made it necessary to double the size of courses rather than replacing
people, especially in the introductory. courses.
"We made adjustments in courses like economies (E CO 120 and 121 Watkins said.
"Also some courses that might be offered both semesters might now be offered only
one semester a Year. However, we have made every attempt to make sure that students
are not affected by the budget cuts."
Merrill Bartlett, associate dean of the college of Business Administration, said that
the cuts didn't have much of a negatise affect on the college. but not a positive affect
either.
"We haven't cancelled any classes, but we has en 't added any either." Bartlett said.
"We haven't grown. The number of faculty here is be same as last year."
According to Collins, in recent years the University had been financially assisted by
the Legislature and that that support had stopped a few years ago, making that one less
reacitutelavailsble -t)e University. - .
"We have had more the last few years than we haye now, but hopefully well be back
on track soon," he said.
'
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News In Brief 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate Judi-
cary Committee Thursday opened confir-
mation hearings on Supreme Court nomi-
nee David Souter, and the panel's chairman
appealed ot him for a "glimpse into yoyr
heart" on issues such as privacy and equal
rights.
Souter sat quietly in the cavernous com-
mittee room as Sen. Joeseph Biden, D-Del.
said lawmakers had a "duty to discover" his
views on a range of issues that might come
before the court. He did not single out
abortion.
SYDNEY, Australia (AP) - A commercial
spaceport, a futuristic city and a 220 mph
train are on the drawing board to take
Australia into the 21st century.
And federal and state governments are
pursuing a politically fail-safe policy by
letting private enterprise take most of the
economic risk for the projects. eStimated to
cost $24 billion.
Environmental, social and financial hur-
dles.remain for the projects:
The Cape York spaceport hopes to launch
U.S.-made satellites on Soviet rockets to
take advantage of the rapidly growing
commercial market.
The city of the future. knOwn- by the un-
wieldy name Of Multifunction Polis, is
aimed at creating a high-teal center Similar
to California's Silicon Valley.
The Very Fast Train would zip passengers
the 650 miles from Sydney to Melbourne,
Australia's two larges cities, in as little as
three hours.
• - WASHINGTON ( AP) - thS. military-men -
and women assigned to Operation Desert
Shield can now send letters and audio t.lpeS
home free.
Postmaster General Anthony M. Frank
told postal workers on Wednesday to im-
mediately begin accepting the mail, with-
out postage.
The free mail applies to letters and audio
cassettes sent to the United States, but not to
other parcels. Frank said. Mail sent to
personnel in the Middle East must still
.carry posfige.
VOM BO. Sri Lanka (AP) - Govern-
ment troops broke the Tamil rebels' three-
month siege of a strategic northern fort in a
surprise at tack Thursday that left 100 rebels
and 12 soldiers dead, according to a mili-
tary statement.
Under cover of fire from gunboats and
he/icopter gunships, 360 soldiers paddled
across a lagoon in rubber dinghies before
dawn and fought their way into hem Fort,
'said Defense Secretary Gen. Cyril Rana-
tunga.
DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia (Al) - The
chemical weapons suits! the U.S. troops
brought from home are 4.i heavy and un-
bearable in the sweltering desert that the
Marines have replaced them with alighter-
weight. British-made model.
-Fhe original suits will be put in storage
until the troops return home, a spokesman
said on condition Of anonymity.
JOHANNESBURG, -SoUthAfrica (AP) -
kt least six people were killed Thursday
Id hundreds .of,hornes btirned in another
i,ty of balck factional fighting. The Afri-
. :in National l'—ee-ess warned that South
•kftica is in .war," 1 -
The ANC has accused the whit-domin.
ed government of siding with more con-
servative blacks who have been battling
ANC supporters for a month in fighting
that has left more than 700 dead in
townships around Johannesburg.
LANSING. Mich. (AP) - Abortion-
rights activists acknowledge it won't be
easy overtutning the Legislature's speedy
passage of a veto-proof bill requiring
girls under 18 ti get a parent's consent
for an abortion.
" Wednesday's action was the second
major victory for anti-abortion forces in
Michigan ia as many years. In 1988,
voters overwhelmingly approved a ban
on state-funded abortions for the poor.
MOSCOW (AP) - West Germany and
the Soviet Union ThurSday initialed a
landmark 20-year friendship treaty de-
signed to bind the two nations closer
together after German unity.
It is also intended as the cornerstone for
Massive German hells for the battered
Soviet economy.
The actual signing of the accord is ex-
pected soon between Soviet President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev and West German
Chancellor Herm; Kohl.
AUGUSTA. Mai rte (AP) - The Mental
Health Department, which has fared better
than most agencies in the face of the
state's budget cuts, has had to get an cash
advance of more than $2 million to pay
its bills on time.
And the House chairman of the Legis-
lature's Appropriations Committee said
Thursday that the shortfall reflects more
serious financial problems that warrant a
special legislative session as soon as
possible.
WASHINGTON (AP,) - White House
and congressional,budget bargainers are
considering new taxes on cigarettes and
• petroleum prcducts as participants say
they sense an approaching #.1eal despite
daunting obstacles.
!Negotiators began a seventh consecu-
tive day of talks late this morning clois-
tered at Andrews Air Force Base, just
outside the capital city in Maryland.
'WASHINGTON tAP) - The House
Thursday postponed action on the 5283
billion defense bill as lawmakers awaited
a possible agreement by White House
and congressional negotiators on a plan
to trim $50 billion from the federal def-
icit.
With the likelihood that a final figure
for military spending could emergc from
tbe talks. the House put aside work on the
defense budget for fiscal 1991, which
begins Oct. 1, untiOnext week.
; CHICAGO lAP) - Some soldiers being
tent to the Persian Gulf have their chil-
dren at home to worry about. But Air
Force reservist Lorain Kuryla. who is
hickrutmed "Graintio." also has her live
grandchildren.
, .When the United States began sending
, troops to. the gulf after Iraq's Aug. 2
invasion of Kuwait. Kury la - an Air Force
reservist for 19 years - didn't hesitate to
answer a call for volunteers.
"This is what I've been trained for, and
glad for the opportunity tO serve My
'country." said. Kuryla, who turns.63 on
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Maine Turnpike foes gear up for drawn out fight
SOU111 PORTLAND, Maine (APi
Environmental activists announced
Tuesday they will try to force a statewide
referendum next year to block the wid-
ening of a 30-mile stretch of the Maine
Turnpike. a move immediately de-
nounced by supporters of the $100 mil-
lion project. -
Collecting the voter signatures needed
in place the initiated bill on the ballot
likely delay the start of construc-
tion by scaring off potential purchasers of
bonds needed to finance the expansion,
both sides agreed.
The project, which would widen the toll
road from four lanes to six lanes from
York to Scarborough, is in the final stages
of the regulatory review process and the
Maine Turnpike Authority has been
hoping to begin work next year.
In addition to halting the project, the
initiated bill would redirect surplus toll
revenue from the ternpiketo meet more
pressing transportation needs throughout
the state and require state officials to
implement a comprehensive transporta-
tion policy, said Everett B. Carson. ex-
ecutive director of the Natural Resources
Council of Maine.
"The Maine Turnpike does not need to
be widened. It needs to be better managed.
Spending $100 million to fix a 22-hour
problem amounts to tie biggest, most
unnecessary waste of money ever pro-
posed to the people of Maine,- Carson
said.
While advocates say the widening is
needed to assure a steady flow of traffic
along Maine's economic lifeline, oppo-
Attiornmaiw.- • -,oreammaw.  
nents assert that the two additional lanes
would ease congestion that develops only
during peak periods of the tourist season.
"Nowhere in the country had widening
a road in response to congestion provided
a long-term solution to traffic problems.
Widening had simply invited more traf-
fic and consequently more congestion.
In the process even more cars are pushed
onto already overcrowded local roads,"
Carson said.
The resources council, backed by other
environmental groups and supporters of
alternative transportation, said it will
make its big push at polling places during
the Nov. 6 election to force the question
onto the state referendum ballot in No-
vember 1991.
An estimated 50,000 to 55,000 voter
signatures - or 10 percent of the total vote
in the upcoming gubernatorial election -
will be required, said Beth Nagusky, the
council's staff attorney.
A Capitol News Service telephone poll
of 764 registered voters last May showed
56.6 percent opposed to the turnpike
widening, 34.5 percent supporting it and
9.1 percent undecided, with much of the
opposition concentrated in the northern
part of the state.
Paul Violette. executive director, of the
turnpike authority, acknowledged that it
may be difficult. to generate statewide
support for a wider turnpike since "con-
struction projects tend to be somewhat
parochial in nature."
He said it was unfair to subject the
turnpike widening to a statewide refer.
endum when no such vote is required for
other highway and bridge itrojects, some
of them even more costly.
"Has there been a referendum on the
$165 million 'Million D)Ilar Bridge'
between Portland and South Portland"
Violette asked.
Nonetheless, he asserted that residents
throughout the state would benefit from
the turnpike project. even though mo-
torists from York County would tend to
be the most frequent users of the six-lane
stretch.
A leader of a coalition backing the
turnpike widening accused the resources
council of "trying to create regulatory
anarchy" by refusing to allow the review
process to decide the issue.
"They clearly are using a tactic of win
at any price'," said Jack Dexter, president
of the Maine Chamber Commercf-
••
Ne NEW .wal,k-Itilarle.nntitrent
Industry and co-chairman of the Maine
Committee to Revitalize the Turnpike:
"This has been a process that has been
going on for months and months, and
they're not willing to wait for the out-
come."
Violette said it was ironic that the re-
sources council was attempting to cir-
cumvent a regulatory' process it had helped
design'.
The state Board of Environmental
Protection held hearings earlier this year
on the project and is expected to announce
next month whether it will grant a required
permit.
Dexter indicated that areferendum on
the widening was unnecessary and would
be bad public policy.
"We're arguing about 14 feet of pave-
ment," hi- .;:t i!1
• ...mow...,
DIRIGO TOUR GUIDES
We invite you to join with the Admissions
Office in continuing the tradition of having
c!t1 rent students Issist prospective students
who are seeking adniMon to the University of
Maine by. serving as a Dingo Tour Guide.
The Dingo Guides are a staff of yell-trained
student volunteers who conduct campus tours
tholisanth of visitors who come through
'': he ..kcfrni,,„ion,. Office each year.
ale applicant should possess:
\(-)od knot it tixe of- the University and its
resot it rces
excellent ( ommunication skills
?I; d fle,1 n IiflY (Sophomore - Senior)
- an elltilieiti\l.tf for sharing their positive
feelings about thc University of Maine with
prospective Students and their families
If you are interested, k up an application at
the Admissions Offic e in Chadbourne Hall or
call 581-1561. The .1 polication deadline in
S(.1.1li niber 24, 1990
'A •
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Student Senate has $80,000 club budget
By Stephanie Taylor
Staff Writer
Aboth $80,000 will be available this
year for stuients who want to plan ac-
tivities in the union, according to Tues-
day's General Student Senate meeting.
The money, which became available
through part of the comprehensive fee.
The comprehensive fee was increased
by $28 from last year. Vice President
Stavros Mendros said the $80,000 fund
comes from $3 out of the $28 increase.
President Crabtree said he is pushing
for more activities on campus. He said.
"If there is nothing going on on campus
then where can students go?"
He said more students will go to off
campus parties, which will laid to prob-
lems with the Orono community and
police.
Crabtree said he plans toIlave movies
showing in the Union CN cry Friday and
Saturday evening. He slid 1000 people
attended the two showings of "Pretty
Woman" last Saturday. '
The student government is accepting
applications for senatots till Sept. 20.
Election for senators will be Sept. 27.
Four new senators were sworn in. Dav-
id Petty represents Aroostook hall, Tra-
cy Grdlucki represents York hall and
Rick Jackson and Brian Lajoie represent
off campus students.
Senator Brent Littlefield said $1320
was made from book buyback on Sept. 7.
Books were brought in by students and
sold back to a wholesaler.
The women's ice hockey team received
funding approval and the Sustainable
Agriculture Interest Group received fi-
nal approval.
College Season Pass
$ 250 /\,, Unlimited
Prior tc Skiing!October 1
Athletic Ticket Office
Memorial Gym 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Ski the Maine Mountain
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Lobstermen tie up boats
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) - Lobster-
men are feuding again over territories in
the rich lobster-fishing areas of Casco
Bay, and in one dispute two fishermen
were tossed in the harbor, a gun was
brandished and a boat damaged.
"les a territorial dispute," Marine Pa-
trol Lt. Joseph Fessenden said Tuesday:
"It's a situation where there's a limited'
area of space to fish.
"The lobstermen are competing for the
same area and we've had a situation
where they've been cutting each other's
traps," he said. "There have been several
lobstermen who've lost several thousand
dollars worth of traps. This has been
happening throughout the summer."
The territorial feuding has flared amid
a backgound of low lobster prices and
discontent among Maine's estimated
4,000 full-time lobstermen. Throughout
the summer, lobstermen have staged
protest strikes because they don't think
they're being paid enough for their prized
catch.
In Portland Harbor, the crews from
about 12 lobster boats, pressured by the
'need to catch more lobsters to make up
for the low prices, have been feuding
over the areas where they set their traps,
Fessenden said. They have been cutting
each other's traplines 'throughout the
summer, he said.
"It's basically an issue of sharing the
pie and everybody getting their piece of
the pie. It's a situation where the lob-
stermen are saying, "Am I getting my fair
share of the poundage or is somebody
being a pig and trying to take more than
their fair share?"
"They call this area 'the Bay of Pigs'
and this is one of the reasons," he said.
Lobsterrnen have their own specially
marked buoys attached to a line of lobster
traps. Every day, they travel through
their territory, traps, put in new bait and
dump them back al the water.
On Monday, a dispute between the
captains of two boats, the tt&B and the
Rambler, turned violent in what Fes-
senden described as the worst confron-
tation he has seen in 15 years as a Maine
Marine Patrol officer.
Fessenden said the B&B pulled along-
side the Rambler as its captain, Matthew
Chipman, 28, of Portland, was trying to
pull up a string of traps that had been cut.
Norman Solik, 52. a longtime lobster-
man from West Buxton, and one of his
crew, Edward Mains Jr., 36, of Gorham,
boarded the Ramblel, Fessenden said.
The two crews struggled, he said, and
Solak and Mains were thrown in the
harbor.
Fessenden said the Rambler's crew al-
leged later in a tape-recorded raido call to
the Coast Guard that one of the B&B's
crew had brandished a gun at them after
the on-board struggle.
"This was very dangerous and a po-
tentially deadly situation," Fessenden
said. "This is probably the most serious
confrontation I've witnessed between two
fishermen in my career."
After breakinc up the confrontation,
investigators from the Marine Patrol and
Coast Guard confiscated three weapons
from the B&B, and a .30-caliber rifle ..22-
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to deal with their previous transgressions
here in the present, the participants learn
about life as well as death.
Columbia Pictures presents a Stone-
bridge Entertainment Production of a Joel
Schumacher Film, "Flatliners," starring
Kiefer Sutherland, Julia Roberts. Kevin
Bacon, William Baldwin and Oliver Platt.
The contemporary thriller is directed by
Joel Schumacher and produced by Michael
Douglas and Rick Bieber. The Airiter is
Peter Filardi, and the executive producers
are Scott Rudin, Michael Rachrail and
Filardi.
In addition to the score by James New-
ton Howard, the film contains the up-
tempo rock song "Party Town," written
and performed by Dave Stewart of Eu-
rythmics fame. Arista Recgrds is releas-
ing the song as the first single from Stew-
art's debut solo album and as a music
video ,iirected by Joel Schumacher and
containing footage from "Flatliners."
Schumacher, the acclaimed director of
"St. Elmo's Fire," "The Lost Boys" and
"Cousins," was intrigued by the spiritual
and horrific aspects of "Flatliners" and
enthusuastic about the possiblities of cre-
ating a visually exciting film.
Flatliners ' is a story about atonement
and forgiveness involving these students
who, in a sense, violate t se gods and pay
a price,' Schumacher sats.
Producer Bieber says: "1 think this film
is going to be very pmvccative.. There's
no question that we're dealing with a
subject matter that does have religious
overtones. From the (list moment that
we saw the script, we were committed to
depicting the story responsibly."
Julia Roberts, who won a Golden Globe
Award and Oscar nomination for her
performance in "Steel Magnolias," por-
trays the private and intensely focused
Rachel Mannus. Consumed by the
idea of death and the 'afterlife, Rachel
embarks on a near-death journey that
forces her to come to terms with a painful
and unfounded childhood guilt.
Kevin Bacon is cast as the idealistic yet
pragmatic David Labratho, who pro-
vides the voice of reason for the other
experimenters and who tries to right an
old wrong committed in his childhood.
William Baldwin plays Joe Hurley, the
handsome lady-killer whose sexual con-
quests come back to haunt him.
Move 10 years ahead of the class.
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Flatliners considered to be excellent thriller
At University Hospital School of
Medicine, a group of ambitious medical
students are about to dic ... and live to tell
about it. Embarking XI a daring and
arrogant experiment, the five aim to
push through the confines of life and
touch the face of death.
Nelson Wright (Kiefer Sutherland), the
manipulative, fame-seeking initiator of
the project, has recruited Rachel Mann us
( J u ha Roberts), a self-made expert in the
field of death; David Labraccio (Kevin
Bacon), an idealistic yet pragmatic stu-
dent suspended frcm med school; ladies'
man Joe Hurley (William Baldwin); and
the brilliant yet self-absorbed Randy
Steckle (Oliver P!att) to venture into a
frontier that until now had been the
exclusive province of religion and phi-
los0Phy-
Their chilling, secret experiment to see
what lies beyond life involves taking
turns stopping their hearts until the
monitors reading their vital signs inch
cate nothing but flat lines. Moments
later, the other team mimbers, armed
with an array of medical equipment.
step in to revive them.
In their search for know ledge, however.
the five discover the profound cense -
quences of daring to tamper with im-
mortality. Returning from their peek at
the afterlife, the students bring back
manifestations of their past sins, some
'thing they had not bargained for. Forced
Foundation
awards grants
NEW YORK (AP) - The Ford Founda-
tion has awarded $1.6 million to 19
schools to help address racial strife on
college campuses.
Under the program announced
Wednesday, the 19 schools received
grants trom $25,000 to $100.000 to cre-
ate courses and to blend information about
different cultures into existing courses.
"Ignorance about other cultures breeds
insensitivity and intolerance in young
and old alike," said Franklin A. Thomas,
president of the New York-based foun -
dation.
The foundation appointed Edgar F.
Beckham to run the program. He is the
former dean at Wesleyan University in
Middletown, Conn., which has had some
recent racial problems.
At the university izif California at Los
Angeles, which received $100,006, hu-
manities faculty members will study Af-
rican and African-American history to
include in their courses.
Southwest Texas, State University in
San Marcos, Texas, will use its $76,880
grant to create a -curriculum on the
Southewst's multicultural heritage.
Other schools that received grants were:
Bemidji State University, Bemidji. Minn.
Boston College. Denison University,
Ohio. Haverford. College,
FL, :-f-ord. Pa. University of Iowa in Iowa
College, Jackson, Miss.
Mount St. Mary 's College. Los Angeles.
New Sch( • for Social Research, New
• 1.• Notre Dame, Ind.
it:rnont. Calif. Uni-
.)t. the Red is, ( Spring Hill
Mobile. ,.i.! , Universi-
ty. New Orleans. V Common-
wealth . University, Va. .
aridWesleyan Universit iddletow /I
Conn.
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le new HP 4t4SX and
ree 'library card' can
1, you there.
With over 211.10 built in functi•ms, our
new HP 48SX Scientific_Expandable
calculator takes a quantum leap into
the 21.si. century. Buy an HP 4SSX
between August 15 and ( ictober 15.
MO, and HP will send you a free
HP Sohe Equation Library card (a
$99.95 retail value).
The plug-in application card alone
contains more than 100 science and
engineering equations, as well as
the periodic table, a constants' library
and a multi-equation solver. It's like
having a stack of reference books right
at your fingertips.
The HP 48SX calculatiir is s4;aiivarkyll.
it,willchane the way you solve prob-
lems forever-It integrates graphics
with calculus, lets yiu enter equations
the way you write them, and does
automatic unit management.
Check yriur campus bookstore or HP
retailer for HP's range of calculator,
and special back-to-school offers.
Then cheek out the calculators that
are Years ahead of their class
TherP ic a hotter way.
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Kappa Sigma wins nationll award
Charlottesville, VA—Psi Chapter ot
Kappa Sigma Fraternity at the University
of Maine has been selected as the 1989-
1990 recipient of the Kappa Sigma Fra-
ternity Community Service Award. The
award was presented to the officers of the
chapter on August 4, 1990, at the Area 1
Leadership Conference held at the Kap-
pa Sigma International Memorial Head-
quarters in Charlottesville, Virginia.
The chapter was selected out of a pos-
sible 212 college and university chapters
in he Community Service Award Corn --
petition. The award recognized tbe chap-
ter members for outstanding service to
their fellowman in the 1989-1990 aca-
demic year and for upholding 'he stan-
dards of their Fraternity and academic
institution.
Kappa Sigma Fraternity is a college
men's social; fratemi ty and curre. Aly ranks
among the top five in North A' ;;•rica.
The Fraternity is representeii 212
college and university cam el; •-• • 1has
106 alumni chapters. The current mem-
bership of Kappa Sigma is 178,000.
THE ( REER OF
A liFEnME
BEGINS WITH A
COUEGE ELECTIVE.
Air Force ROTC is defined
as an elective. BO ;s• 
than that - it's a career (i
program that teaches yo ;
that develops your man/it; cr ; ;••helps you grow into a well-round-
assured individual.
For those who qualify, Air Force ROTC ca, -venhelp pay for college through different scholarship pro-grams. When you graduate. you'll be an Air Force cfficer.Proud. And confident Contact
C A PT WIL1 I A MS
207-581-i
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ORONO, Maine — Linda S. Dar. a
7-•-,earch assistant at the
: 
 Urn-
i:rle's Laboratory for Surface
Science and Technology-Sawyer Re-
search Center, has been named recipient
of ai American Vacuum Society Student
Prize.
One of 10 awarded nationally each
yeat for excellence in graduate studies in
the sciences and technologies, the prize
consists of a cash award, certificate and
The Maine Campus, September 14 -16
Scientists to spend two years
in sealed biosphere bubble
ORACLE, Ariz. (AP) - Bernd Zabel
says there are some things he'll miss
vihile he's gone from this world for two
years: -Going to a Saturday night movie,
going to a bar, having dinner. Having a
bee-."
But all in all, the 41-year-old electrical
engineer from Munich, West Germany.
won't mind forgoing such pleasures. For
he'll be in another, special world: a giant
terrarium known as Biosphere 11.
His closest neighbors will be seven
fellow environmental pioneers, or
spherians," who will live with 3,800 va-
rieties of plants, animals and insects in-
side the 2 1/2-acre glass-and-steel dome
designed to duplicate Earth's ecosystem.
The $30 million privately funded Bio-
sphere is a prototype for sustaining life in
space and a laboratory for solving envi-
ronmental problems such as pollution.
The world-within-the-world will con-
sist of the crew members' habitat plus six
others: an agricultural area, desert, fresh
and saltwater parshes, ocean, savannah
and rain forest.
All food will be raised inside, from 150
crops rotated seasonally to small goats,
chickens, pigs and fish. Air, water and
wastes will be recycled.
Only electricity will link the ecological
system with the outside. Computers and
telephones will provide communications
with the rest of the worlc. Crew mem-
bers will be able to leave via airlocks in
an emergency.
The crew members, named Wednesday,
have worked together for at least three
years on the project, which begins Dec. 5.
"I'm working five years toward the aim
of the two-year closure, and the closer the
day comes, the more espied I get," said
Zabel, 41, the crew captain.
The other members, all single, are
Abigail K. Ailing, 31, a marine biologist;
Dr. Roy Walford, a gerontologist and
nutritionist and professor of pathology at
the UCLA School of Medicine; Linda
Leigh. 3,8, scientific director, Sally Sil-
verstone, 35; Taber K. MacCallum, 26;
Jane Elizabeth Poynter, 28. and Mark
Van Thillo, 29.
Poynter. of Surry. England, said the
biospherians have been loracticing their
faiming, and several alio have learned
how to butcher animals "Nothing will
be a surprise when we ge in, in terms of
growing our min food," 'she said.
Ailing acknowledged that everyone
involved with the project has given some
thought. to the possibility that a crew
member might go stir-crazy in the Bio-
sphere's confines. •
"My response is, I've spent quite a lot of
time at sea," including a stint on a research
ship in Antarctica, she said.
.4)itke wins society prize
support of travel expenses for attendance
at the AVS Annual Symposium Oct. 8-
12 in Toronto. The prizes will be pre-
sented at an awards reception on Oct. 10.
Dake, a resident of Old Town, is in-
volved in surface science research at the
University cf Maine. Before coming to
Urn in 1989, she was research scientist
for 10years
 at Battelle-Pacific Northwest
Laboratory. Richland, Wash. She holds
See Dake on page 17
CLUB ROXY
"Maine's Largest Dance Club"
says
FEEL THE POWER!
Friday and Saturday:
 Everyone 18 Oit
over gets in, alcohol available with ip
Mondays:
 Chem-Free Ages 17-23:
from 8-1 am
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Banquet honors ASA studentsBlot' nechcal• program to he0 sti kit.; its
Are you aril academically talented mi-
nority studint in your junior or senior
year? Or in your first year of graduate or
medical school.-Are you interested in a
career in biomedical research?
The National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases (NIAID) in Bethes-
da, Maryland. has an initiative called the
Introduction to Biomedical Research
Program that is specially designed to
acquint academically talented students
with career opportunities in the broad
field of biomedical research.
NIAID, one of the thirteen Institues at
the National Institutes of Health ;NIH),
conducts and supports research to study
the causes of allergic, immunologic, and
infectious direases and to develop better
means of preventing, diagnosing; and
treating these: illnesses.
"This program offers minority students
from across the country an indepth and
intense 3-day introduction to NIAID-
NIH biomedical research," said Vincent
A. Thomas, Program Director. "This
initiative grew out of the Institute's con-
cern about the underrepresentation of
minorities in the scientific pool. Our goal
is to increase the number of minority
students," he said.
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ORONO, Maine — Forty-two Univer-
sity of Maine students were honored by
the College of Applied Sciences and
Agriculture during the 25th Annual
Scholarship Banquet.
Recipients of the Totman Awards for
highest ranking students in associate and
bachelor's degree programs are: Paul R.
Brown of Orono, Frances Marquis of
Ellsworth, Jennifer Farnham .3f Mada-
waska, Cliandra Lull of Brunswick, Beth
T. Watson of West Paris, Wendy Jo
Shorey of Searsport and Elirabeth A.
Cartier of Biddeford.
Winners of other awards are: Shorey,
Alpha Beta Chapter-Omicron Nu
scholorship; Debbie Reynolds of
Lewiston, Alpha Zeta Scholarship;
Kathleen Ayers of Windsor :lid Clifton
"Kip" Ter= of Biddeford, J. Franklin
Witter Award; Richard Baier of
Colchester, Conn., and Gail Eldred of
Bangor, Cecil S. Brown Scholarship;
Victoria Bartlett of Raymond, Michelle
Horton of Veazie and Sheryl Simpson of
Westbrook, Maie Veterinary Medical
Association Scholarships; Lori Honson
of Orono, Maine State Association of
Animal Technicians; and Martha Merc-
ier of Auburn, N.H.. Hill Pet Products.
Awards also went to: Jennifer Gordon
of Gorham, Herbert A. and Eleanor H.
Leonard Scholarship; James Ball of
Ashland, Rutillus H. Allen Scholarship-,
Frank Winslow of Presque Isle, Wall
Stree Journal Junior Achievement Award;
Pr, •Don't drm
•••
Stephen Graffam of kennebunk. Rich-
ard Bois of Ogunquit and Joseph
Chalmers of Manset. Fluid Power Edu-
cation Foundation Scholarships; Shorey
and Kathleen Donahue of Berwick,
"Brownie" Schrumpf Awards; Philip D.
Monson of Bangor, Edith M. Patch-Frank
Lathrop Prize in Entomology; Keith
Gerow of Orono and Edith Gray of Blue
Hill. Maine State Florists Association;
Peter C. Anderson of Old Town and
Gray, Landscape Horticulture Endow-
ment Scholarships; and Wendy Wincote
of Belfast. Douglas Moore of Orono and
Lorraine Morgan of Bangor, Landscape
Horticulture Endowment Work/Study
Awards.
Those receiving other awards are:
Dorian Small of Bangor, NE Farm and
Garden Association Scholarship; Johanne
Skora of Prince Edward Island, Canada,
Maine Plant Food Education Society
Award; Charles Kraske of Orrington, Dr.
Miroslaw M. Czapowskyj. M.S. '58
Scholarship; Randy Martin of Presque
Isle, John W. Houghton, '42 Memorial
Scholarship; Richard Hunt of Milford
and Steven Spatz of Bangor, Roland A.
Struchtemeyer Scholarship Fund; Willi-
am Wright of Pittsfield, Beatrice Batch-
elder Wright Scholarship; Brian Perkins
of Dexier and Celestin Munimbazi of
Bujumbura. Burundi, Matthew E. High-
lands Scholarships; Yongbiao Liu of
Republic of China.
arr.
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Soviets, Gerrnans sign pact
MOSCOW (AP) - West Ger-
many and the Soviet Union
initialed a landmark treaty
Thursday intended to eliminate
long-standing distrust between
the Soviets and Germans as the
powerful new German nation
emerges.
The doucument is also in-
tended as the cornerstone for
German help for the battered
Soviet economy. Already, West
Germany has pledged to give
the Soviets $7.6 billion to help
cover the withdrawl of Soviet
troops from East Germany.
Another $1.9 billion will be
contributed in the form of a
low
-interest loan from Bonn.
Soviet Foreign Minister Edu-
ard A. Shevardandze and his
West German counterpart.
Hans-Dietrich Genscher, ini-
tialed the friendship treaty. A
day carder, both were among
the six signatories of the historic
agreement clearing the way for
•German unification.
The actual signing of the
friendship accord is expected
sometime soon between Soviet
President Mikhail S. Gorbachev
•! ,"..44.1•44; ari101; •
'i s7fl-- 3'_11.,"0
Pliff.'7";1'H.
and West German Chancel-
lor Helmut Kohl.
The Soviets suffered mas-
sive losses during World War
II. After the war, Moscow's
Cold War influence over
Communist East Germany
was the source of frequent
tensions between Bonn and
Moscow.
The treaty states that it is of
primary importance to "C-
nally be done with past, and
to use understanding and
reconciliation to achieve ard
important contribution to-
ward the overcoming of
Europe's division through
understanding and reconcil-
iation."
With Germany set to re-
unite Oct. 3. Bonn and
Moscow Want to lay a solid
foundation for relations that
have been steadily imporv-
ing over the past two years.
"Now we can with justifi-
cation say that the postwar
period is over," Genscher
elatedly said after the cere-
mony.
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WORK STUDY POSITIONS
AVAILABLE:
1. Public Relations,/ Marketing
2. Journalism/ English
3. General Office Work
4. Computer Science
Prefer above majors or related work experience
Apply in person to:
Office of Cooperative Education
Second Floor (on the right), Wingate Hall
or phone 581-1344 for appointment.
-
CAMPUS
The best deal in town!
Lunch costs less than $4.00 if you buy one of our meal plans. We offer the most
wholesome, tasty meals at the lowest possible cost. And we do the dishes!
IN THE DINING COMMONS:
AV yo i can efi, at a fixed cost!
*exterve self-service salad bar
lionlemade soups
kassortment of cheese, lunch nicat$., and
a variety of condinletits
*fresh baked bread
linmemade dsserts, ice crica,:'
• *coffee, tea, milk, soda
Meal plans rarigelrorn 5 meals/week to 21 meals/week
Or you can purchase the MaineCarcl Debt Pal)-I)25.00 minimum deposit and eat in any
Dining Commons or at. ail ot the otHer Campus Dining Services (5% discount)-
Damn Yankee, Ford Room, Bear Den, Fernald Snack Bar, Soup Kitchen,
and the Common Place on the Bangor Campus
Stop Ly:
.. -4,ave your Maine( :;:..trci coded
Mainecard (MIRA
Alumni Hall 102
8-4:30 p.m. 581-4566
*Unv . Meal Plans "'Hi: be
nurch ,°?rough the Payroll Deductior, Plan.
•
44.
,
The Residential Life Dining Services
or Hilltop Commons
581-470
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Editorial
Another semester, another parking contro-
versy. It seems like every year students arrive on
campus and immediately begin to complain about
a lack of space.
Well it's true, there often aren't enough parking
spaces around campus. Anyone who has arrived
late and tried to find a spot within a mile of their
class can testify to that.
In Monday's Maine Campus two administrators
pointed out that they could find 50-100 spaces
during the busiest time of the day.
This is also true, spaces can usually be found, if
you wish to park behind Alt ond or above Hilltop.
Still, they raised an interesting point. They said
i hat the issue was one of convenience.
They were right, it is only inconvenient for stu-
dents to have to walk all the way from Alfond or
the Steam Plant to a class across campus. However,
during the middle of the winter it can be very
inconvenient.
What is troubling is the apparent attitude among
some who run this institution that students are
extra baggage in the educational system.
This attitude is evidenced in the fact that students
have been hit by raises in room and board, tuition.
and the comprehensive fee. At the same time
students living in residence halls have had their
cleaning service halved, their full time receptionists
eliminated, and their R.A. staffs cut back.
Meanwhile, back in academics, supposedly the
, University's reason for existence, professors are
.being let go, classes are being reduced, and entire
programs of study are being eliminated.
The administration says that most academic
classes aren't being cut out, rather the number of
sections are being reduced.
Take a look in the course catalog some time. The
one the university sends out to prospective first-
year students to lure them in. Now compare the
courses listed there to the ones actually being
offered this semester.
Many of those courses listed haven't been taught
in years. Ever heard of the bait and switch?
The list of complaints from the student's point of
view zoes on, from the Bear's Den to hockey
seats. The question is what is being done to
remedy these situations?
From here it doesn't look like much at all. It
seems the upniversity is gambling that student
apathy will neutralize any wide spread protests.
So far it seems to have worked.
Letters to. tit- ed ,
vitt
IINOW :THING?
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For whom the bell tolls
"What's a poor former col-
umnist to do?" I wondered
during across-campus walk the
other day. "Is writing nonsen-
sical gibberish really like riding
the proverbial mountain bike?
Can I jump right back in here
after a semester off and churn
something out?"
Or perhaps more importantly,
after at least (but not limited to,
as they say in academia) six
years of doing this college thing,
is there anything out there that I
ha % en' t tried to babble about in
these pages?
A freshman friend convinctd
me that there might he one or
two. After spotting her on t
marl and sidling up for a quitk
chat, our conversation was in-
terrupted by an odd noise. A
boinging, bonging, chimirg,
Christmas-in-ptember {dui
of noise.
"What's that," she asked,
turning toward Alumni Hall.
"Bells," I said, realizing that
even a fresh freshman without
that intrinsically (or so they tell
us) collegiate ability to "think
critically" had :i7o1..11,1y already
,.oan?- she
asked.
"What time is it?" I asked hack .
"Noon."
"Well, then, I guess it means
it's noon," I explained, showing
her how quickly an all-knowing
perrna-senior can piece hits of a
baffling puzzle together.
"Oh," she said, obviously
impressed. "What song is it?"
"Sounds a little like Rudolph.
Could he the Stein Song, though.
The non-sexist version."
After she asked me a few more
questions that I had no witty
answets for, I realized that I
didn't actually know much
about tht. bonging and boinging
noises tither. -
John Holyoke
Being the conscientious
knowledge- seeker I am (You
can also read that as: "Having
nothing better to do"), I tried to
figure out what this bell stuff
was all about.
"Tom Lichtenberg," I thought.
Maybe he was the bell-meister.
Maybe some UMaine big-wigs
heard that he was going to fly
the coop last spring, and offered
him an incentive to stick around
for awhile.
"C'mon, Tom," they might
have said. ,"Stick around and
you can become pan of Notre
Dame hi.story." Always the
upwardly mobile man, Toni
might have stuck around. wait-
ing for his turn in South Bend.
But, scandal of scandals, the
jilted bigwigs got him. They
1?cked him in the bell tower as
some kind f Quazimodo Li-
chtenberg. Maybe he's the guy
up there, ringing the bells three
times a day.
Maybe not.
Confused (or confuseder, if
you prefer), I got on the phone,
looking for answers. Facilities
Management quickly absolved
themselves from all blame for
the Xlumni tunes, but they did
tell me who to talk to. "The
people you wanç are in the Pres-
ident's office," My source told
me.
After a couple more calls, I
found my woman. Yes, chil-
dren, there a bell-meister. Her
name is Rita Chcsley. She told
me they weren't really bells at
all, but are what's called a Car-
illon. After being dedicated in
honor of a Rear Admiral in 1962,
it also has a name. You can call
it Frank. Or you can call it Mr.
Fenno. Either way. it's named
after one of the more ilhistrious
UMainers.
Ms. Chesley explained the in-
ner workings of the Carillon.
which looks kind of like a cross
between a primitive computer,
a shortwave radio, and a
dohickey you'd hook someone
up to if you were trying to
electrocute them.
The Carillon can be played
like an organ, or rolls of paper
can be fed througth it player-
piano- style. Or, fot completely
r unmusical boobs like me, there
are five chime bunions you can
whack away at he keys to
produce your own song.
Obv iously, f opted for the boob
buttons. After Rita assured me
that the speakers in the bell
tower were reading me loud and
clear, I whacked away at the 5
button, then %vent to-the 4, then
finished with a 5-3 combo for
my grand finale.
As the final chimes echoed
hollowly froin the machine, I
thought of ill the freshmen
glancing in my direction, won-
dering about the hideous racket
that had been my musical de-
but. Satisfie4, I thanked Rita
and ICfi. •
John Holyok ,a perma-senior
from Brewer,, is intrigued by
poetry about, lemmings, and
dedicates his mu.sical debut in
honor of Mel&sa' s 21st.
Ant.
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Gazebo construction project continues at
ORONO - When fall classes re-
sume at the University of Maine.
students and faculty will be greeted
with a newly
-renovated orna-
mental gaiden filled with some
1,200 species of flowering and
truit-bearing plants. Located in
the northeast corner of the campus,
the garden-was started in 1960 for
the testing and demonstration of
plant species.
Thitrty year; later, re
-designed
and ricskly planted, the garden will
he ready (Or its formal dedication
as the Lyle E. Littlefield Orna-
mental Trial Garden, after its
founder, the late Lyle E. Littlefield,
a former University associate
professor of ornamental horticul-
t ure landscape. The dedication of
I he garden is planned for Sep-
tember during the Maine Nurser-
-
ymen
, 
s Association Charity
Workday.
Before the big day, construction
ill he completed on a 20' by 20'
gazebo built of Western Red
Cedar — a gift of Classic Post
and Beam of Kenduskeag,
au warns U.S. not
to get further
involved in Mideast
Gulf crisis
Iraq warned Thursday of possible terrorist attacks against
U.S. forces, again sounding the theme of Arab feelings
wounded by the presence of non-Moslem soldiers massed in
the holy lands of Saudi Arabia,
But a convocation of Moslem clergy in Mecca, Saudi
Arabia, condemned the Iraqi annexation of Kuwait and said
the U.S. -led multinational force's presence was justified by
Iraq's invasion.
The Iraqi warning was contained in a memorandum handed
to the U.S. charge d affaires in Baghdad. according to the
Iraqi News Agency. monitored in N icosa. Cyprus. It said Iraq
was responding to a U.S. claim that Iraq-based terrorists were
preparing to attack U.S. targets.
The United States is creating a "pretext" for aggression, the
memorandum was quoted as saying, and "Iraq reserves its
legitimate right to self defense, to reciprocate and to retalliate
firmly against. these parties if it becomes a target."
"President Bush should expect that the crimes the United
States of America is committing against the Arab nation and
the insult it is directing to the Islamic shrines by occupying
holy lands will Undoubtedly produce a natural reaction from
the Arab and Islamic masses," said the memorandum.
INA. said the U.S. claims were contained in a note delivered
Wedresday to the Foreign Ministry in Baghdad.
U.S. officials had no immediate comment.
U.S. Secretary of State James A. Baker4I1 flew to Damascus
on 'Thursday to try to reinforce U.S. cooperation with Syria
against Iraq, its longtime enemy,
Meanwhile, more than 300 Moslem religious scholars and
preachers from the Saudi-funded Moslem World League
issued a declaration after a meeting that ended Wednesday
They cordemned Saddam's annexation of-Kuwait as "un-
Islamic."
The "Mecca-Declaration- said the invasion of Kuwait and
the massing of Iraqi troops on Saudi borders "are enough
Islamic reason" to justify the presence of non-Moslem forces
for Saudi Arabia's defense.
"Moslems shou1d not attack or commit any felonies against
each other," the declaration said. "Within these rulings,
Iraq's invasion and occupation of Kuwait is against the
principles of Islam.-
Saddam last month attacked the Saudi monarchs for invit-
ing in the Americans saying their presence sullied the holy
sites of Mecca and Saddam's statement on Wednesday in a
further sign Iran and Iraq may be enterijng an alliance of
1 See IRAQ on page 10
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F
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Naine. The donated structure,
surrounded by blooming as-
ers, day lilies, impatients, pe-
the Orono campus
tun ias and geraniums, Ns ill serve
as the garden's oniy structure
and the central piece of its main
entrance. The gazebo will have
a cathedral ceiling and shake
roof, and will accommodate
workshops, lectures, concerts,
even wedding ceremonies.
"The gazebo sits at the central
artery of the garden with land-
scaped patios leading up to it,'
said Paul Cappiello, University
professor of landscape horti-
culture and the director of the
garden and its renovations. "It
is very attractive structure with
its roof design and eye-catching
cathedral ceiling," he remarked.
"and because it's open on four
sides, it fits very well in this
environment."
"It is a very functional part of
this working garden," said
Cappiello. who is looking for-
ward to using the structure for
workshops on perennials,
transplants, department picnics
and many other University
functions.
• IRE'S WHY
THE SMART MONEY AT
UNIVERSITY OF MANE
IS GOING WITH TIAA-CREF
AS IF THE FUTURE DEPENDED ON IT.
Because it 
does. Smart investors
know that your future depends on
how well your retirement system
performs. TIAA-CREF has been the
premier retirement system for people
in education and research for over 70
years. We have enab(ed over 200,000
people like you to enjoy a comfortable
retirement. And over 1,000,000 more '
are now planning for the future with
TIAA-CREF.
SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY,
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR
RETIREMENT SAVINGS.
Security—so the resources are there
when it is time to retire. Growth—so
you'll have enough Income for the
kind of retirement you want. And
diversity—to help protect you against
market volatility and to let you beneTit
from several types of investments.
THAT'S EXACTLY WHAT YOU GET
wrrH TIAA-CREF.
TIAA offers you the safety of a
traditional annuity that guarantecs
your principal plus a specified !lite of
interest, and provides for additigna1
growth through dividends. CREF's
variable annuity offers opportunities
for growth through four different
investment accounts, each managed
with the long-term perspective essen-
tial to sound retirement planning:
The CREF Stock Account
The CREF Money Market Account
The CREF Bond Market Account*
The CREF Social Choice Account*
CALL I-800442-2776
TO RND OUT MORE
Our expefienced retirement counselors
will be ham to answer your questions
and tell you more about retirement
annuities from TIAA-CREF.
Experience. Perirwmance. Strength.
Your future is protected by the largest
private retirement system in the world.
We have done so well, for so many, ix
so long, that we currently manage
some $85 billion in assets
'
Ensuring the fullure
for thaw who shape it:m.
Ky not be rvaitsAlv "der roarernaw plow. bus are
Ftor more ci, 4 , .1!.. • . eirkriert%e 800 S42-2733, ezt 550. • e
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Campus Comics
Calvin and Hobbes
Doonesbury
Cou
New
Thurso
dented ont
new book ,
agency Ms
'Fhe
temporary
failed to prov
endangered..
judge panel o
sion.
The panel so said that with 17,000
books alread shipped to stores "any
grant of inju -tive relief in this case
would he me ective."
"We think it. s a victory for a free press
and we are to sell the book again,"
said -y Hsburg president of-the
bool ; +a; r , St. s Press. "it's
the! d. t n. We're grateful to the
app t c. toi. acting quickly."
He stud I t night appeal to the state
LIES! etgriTUIK
WO9161000 SAID 1110Jt
WAS A LtE! SUE JUST
LIKE IV SW MIES LIME
MS! ITS 47 MY
DI Itsf TO BLAME!
by Bill Watterson
SE TOLD 111) Kew "NE
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V•S I ICULDtlel
DO WI; LAE 1Ws,1'
11A ‘tAtk tir, 1. MI. VIP
r • ' • YIN
- 1)17 •" 445
A (..0Fr -• • -
VIA —
4,4 40. DID 'L
HAGOLES'
'to susr
NEW tiglatisc
I 010111' SKI
NOCkt.V5.
BY CARRY TRUDEAU
t says book on Israel spies is adequate
WM.
APi - An appeals court
:irned a judge's unpreee-
it halted distribution of a
it the Israeli intelligence
.ernment, which won the
:lining order Wednesday,
that its agents' lives were
id a statement by a four-
the state Appellate Divi-
C'ourt of Appeals, but added, "We are
starting to tell the bookstores that they
can sell the books."
"Orders have increased dramatically,"
he added, "wh ich is what al ways happens
when you try to stop a book."
A call to the Israeli consul was not
immediately returned.
A hearing in state c6un was scheduled
for Friday on Israel's request for a per-
manent stay was canceled.
The original ruling by Justice Michael
-Dontzin had been roundly criticized by
First Amendment experts..
Richard Winfield of Rogers & Wells
called it "without precedent and egre-
gious"; it was "an abbcration," said Floyd
Abrams of Cahill. Gordon & .Reindell;
"prior restraint is basically a no-no," said
Richard Green of Green & Hillman.
They said it apparently marked the first
the first time a foreign nation sought to
stop publication in the United States, and
predicted the ruling would not stand or
long.
Following k midnight hearing in his
apartment. Dotzin on Wednesday tem-
porarily barred St. Martin's from dis-
tributing "By way of Deception: The
Making and Unmaking of a Mossad Of-
ficer" by Victor Ostrovsky, who says he
served in the spy agency for four years in
the 1980's.
The book contends Israel had detailed
information about preparations for the
bombing that killed 241 Marines in
Lebanon in 1983, but only gave the United
States a v.igue warning to damage U S -
Arab relalions.
In an intiirview Wednesda , Ostros sky
said agents have threatened his life. He
said two oi h s former commanders turned
up at his home in suburban Ottawa at
night a week ago.
•
—Alumni group
wants bear
paw on plates
ORONO. Maine a- Look out lobsters,
the bears want to stamp you out.
Or so it would seem if the University
Alumni Association persuades the Leg-
islature to OK an idea to reward univer-
sity supporters with Vanity license plates
bearing some likeness of the shcool
mascot.
"As a schmaltzy alumni director, I'd
like to see a black bear or bear paw print,"
said H. Maxwell Burry, executive director
of the association.
The suggestion comes months after thee
Legislatute approved a bill allowing
motorists to obliterate the red lobster
now adorning Maine tags. so long as the
numbers and letters stay intact.
Some people think the likeness of the
lobster craw ling across Maine plates since
1987 gives the wrong impression that
Maine is a place for the rich.
1111111A111N
Largest library el intermation In U.S. -
al ubjects
Oraef Catalog Today with Visa! MC or COD
800-351-0222
Or. rush $2.)W Assam* isisnesesa
11322 Mlle Ave 11208-A. Us Aviles. CA 93025
'oufsrf
401 UNE
Floral
Design
A Full
service Florist
Roses
$12.95
Per dozen
15% Student Discount
47 Main Rd., Milford
827-8588
Vises/Mastercard Accepted
Daily deliveries
Phone orders welcome
*MOVE UPWITH AIRFORCE ROTC.
Air Force ROTC
cadets can begin train-
ing toward n career that
goes higher and faster.
In tact, if you'd like to
begin a life ri the sky,
your best first step is
Air Force ROTC.
To reach higher
tomorrow, reach for the
phone now. Call
CAPT WILLIAMS
207-581-1384
laalumlelp Steno Heft
Li
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UMaine tries to -tore
By Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer
Saturday's game between the Univer-
sity of Maine and the University of
Massachuselas will be an exciting
match up of young quarterbacks.
Both UMaine coach Kirk Ferentz and
UMass top-man Jim Reid feel their in-
experienced quarterbacks will come
through for them, it's just going to be a
matter of time. .
"I have all the confidence in the world
in Jeff (DelRosso)." Ferentz said. "He's
a winner. He just has to stop pressing and
putting all the pressure on himself."
Reid also said his sophomore signal
caller Gary Wilkos has been putting ex-
tra pressure on himself, but added that he
is not suprised by it.
"Sometimes Gary just tries to hard, but
I think it's a very natural thing for quar-
terbacks to do," he said.
Wilkos became the starter for the
Minutemen last year after decisive losses
o UMaine and Boston University, and
led the team to a 4-3 record the rest of the
way.
He finishedthe season with 1.171 yards
passing and last week against Holy Cross,
the number four team in Division 1-AA,
he threw for 155 yards in the teams' '10-
10 tie.
Reid said that his team has to maintain
the intensity they had for the opening
game of the season, or they won't be very
sucessful.
See UMASS on page 15
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Sports
loss an I focus on UMass
Mike Smith was one of few bright spots in last weekends 31-7 loss to Villanova. (photo bs
UMaine Field Hockey off to
3-3-1 start for 1990 'eason
By- Erika Hurtubise
Staff Writer
The University of Maine field hockey
team travels to the University of Rhode
Island at Kingston this weekend to face
Drexel University and URI, two teams
the Black Bears have not faced in Coach
Jeri Waterhouse's seven-year. reign.
UMaine (3-3-1 overall, 0-1 Northeast
Atlantic Conference) will put together a
patient, but speedy game tempo against
the Atlantic-10 teams. The Black Bears
play Drexel Friday afternoon and URI on
Saturday. Next year. Drexel will join the
NAC, as well as the University of Dela-
ware. The 13 lack Bear; have an abundance
of talent and several seasoned veterans,
and have quickly taken advantage of these
. factors, as the following statistics show:
Senior goalie Deb McSweeney has -
made 77 saves in seven games, including
two shutouts. She compiled 30 ,saves
during last weekend's two games at 1.• N H.
Senior forward Amy Corbett has four
goals and one assist and leads the MAC in
scoring, while t:..-ammate Lesa Densmore
holds the second place position in the
MAC with. three goals.
In seven games. the Black Hears have
an average of 18.7 shots on goal, and
average eight penalty corners per game.
For the first five games of the season,
the 'Black Bears traveled to St. Louis,
Mo. and played through extreme tem-
peratures of more than 95'degrees. Dur-
ing the ir Saturday afternoon game against
Kent Slate turf temperature reached 106
degrees. forcing several water timeouts.
The first game saw UMaine lose 6-0
against Iowa. However, the Black Bears
quick I) bouaced back and beat Miami
(Ohio. 1-0, Kent State, 3-0 and Toledo,
3-1. Home team Si. Louis thwarted
UMaine•s winning streak besting themn
3-2 in the Black Bears final game.
Last weekend at the University of New
Hampshire, UMaine played Colgate to a
0-0 tie in double overtime, but lost to
UNH. 1-0
There was some question about a pos-
siblel)Maine goal against Colgate, shot
from the top of the circle (16 yard-line)
according to Waterhouse. Game officials
canceled the goal saying the shot was
made from outside the 25 yard-line, illegal
as, of this season. In past years, a goal
could be scered from anywhere on the
field.
Waterlioase said V Maine played tough
throughout the game. controlling Colgate
in the second half and in each overtime.
Against UNH, the Black Bears had "good
chances and good opportunities to score."
Waterhouse said. "Defensively, we
played well that day. However, we did
not adapt well to the surface or style of
play."
Waterhouse explained, -Midwest teams
play very aggressive, clean, honest games.
In the East,. we play rougher." Also, the
See UMAINE on page 14
Two teams in top five
scheduled to clash Saturday
Notre Dame and Michigan nice; in a
game that's been transformed from No. 2
against No. 6, to No. 1 against No. 4
without either team playing a game.
"Right now; we've accomplished ab-
solutely nothing," Coach Lou Holtz of
;op-ranked Irish said.
Four ot the nation's top 13 teams were
. beaten last Weekend, including then-No.1
Miami. That allowed Notre Dame to move
from second to first and Michigan to
move from fifth to fourth after making its
debut as No. 6 in the pieseas:on.
Michiaan ;ias a new coach in Gary
Moellei, who replaced Bo Schernbechler.
And, inJuly, they hired away Notre Dame
graduate assistant Mike Bossary to help
coach the offense. Bossary was with the
Irish dthing spring practice and knows
all their plays.
In the first game of la it season, Raghib
,"Rocket" Lsmail ran hack two kickoffs
for touchdowns, and Notre Dame took
the No. 1 ranking from Michigan with a
24-19 victory on opening day.
In Saturday's other games. it's No. 2
Auburn (1-0) vs. Mississippi_ (1-0) at
Jackson, Miss.; Georgia Southern (1-1)
at No. 3 Florida State (1-0); Washington
State (1-1) at No. 5 Brigham Ycong (2-
0): Penn State (0- 1)at No. 6 Southern Cal
(1-0); Texas-El Paso (I - 1 I SI No. 7
Tennessee (2-0-1); No. 9 Colorado (1-0-
1) at No. 21 Illinois (0-1). and No. 10
Miami, Fla. (0-1) at California 11-0).
Also, it's Navy (1-0) at No. II Virginia
(2-0); SW Louisiana (2-0) at No.
Texas AR.M (1-0); No. 13 Pittsburgh 2-
(bat No. 14 Oklahoma (1-0); Tulsa (1-1 I
at No. 15 Arkansas (0-0); No. 16 Clem-
son (1 - I ) at Maryland (2-0); No, 17 Ohio
State (1-(1) at Boston College (0-1).- Ni
19 Michipn State (0-0) at Syracuse ( I
I): No. 20 Arizona (1-0) at New Mexico
( I-1): No. 22 Washington ( I -0) at Purdue
(0-0); No. 24 Florida (14)) at Alabama
(0-1i, and Colorado State (2-Mat No. 25
Arizona State 9 i -0).
Thursday night. No. 18 Houston (1-0)
wus at Texts Tech (0-1.).
Otis Mounds, the Auburn freshman who
was called out of the stands at halftime.
last week to play against Fullerton State,
probably will get a little more playing
time this week against Mississippi - and
some of it in the first half.
Mounds had been bothered by hamstring
pulls, so Coach Pat Dye decided to red-
shirt him. But, when two running backs
went down with injuries against Fuller-
ton, Dye called on Mounds to suit up. He
gained 33 yards on five carries in a 38-17
VictOry,
Florida State got its season started with
a win for the first time in three years,
beating East Carolina 45-24. Coach
Bobby Bowden wasn't impressed.
"Everything is ahead of us," he said:
"We didn't play good enough last week
-to get overconfident."
See CLASH on page 15
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Win a
$1,000
tars
Answer YES to five questions;
qualify for a S1,000 scholarship!
1. Will you be a junior or senior
in college as of September 5, 1990?
2. Are you majoring in Business
Management, Marketing,
Retailing, or related field?
3. Are you a Maine resident?
4. Do you have an accumulated
grade point average of 2.5 or
better?
5. Are you a full time student?
BANGOR MALL
IS AWARDING TWO $1 CY.)('
SCHOLARSHIPS THROUGH I HE
JOSEPH UNOBSKEY MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP FUND.
The following items are required:
-Completed application form,
available at the Bangor Mall
information booth
-Official transcript of grades
-Two letters of recommendation from
school officials, professors,
employers, or others noi: related -
-Statement of expectations, plans and
goals for the future
ENTRY DEADLINE IS
SEPTEMBER 30, 1990
Full information is available at the
Bangor Mall Information Booth.
bangor mall
!.Maine
*"...1110.•
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continued from page 13
artificial turf UMaine played their first games on allows a much faster, cleaner game than
that played on the soft, grass fields in the Northeast.
UNH scored the only goal of the game through a penalty stroke with about eight
minutes left in the second half. The Wildcats, 1-0 in the NAC. share the first place
position with Boston University, a 3-0 winner against University of Vermont.
Against Drexel and URI, "we will go back to our patience of two-vee ones (strategy
of attacking one player of the opposition with two Black Bear players)," Waterhouse
said.
"We tend to want to use speed. We have a great deal of team speed, but we tend to use
it more and more as we get frustrated."
fl
Mu Ltnrbas'aball
At A Ci;an,.. -
By The A5..sociated Press
floc-. rnir,ciude Thursday Night Games
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East DwiSion
W L Pct GP,
Pittsbu, 84 5:1
New York 1 Cl
Mantreal 75 67 i8 8
Chicago ' 66 75 476 16
Phia 65 78 .455 19
64 79 ,4£343 20
Pd CiE
61 .567
.524 E
.524 E
76 .465 14,8
78 16.8
406 23
Sigma Nti's brotherhood is unique, as you will see when you go
through rush. We excel in scholarship, athletics and social ad ivi-
ties; but, despite our success, we retain a warm, down-to-earth fel-
lowship.
(1it t .• Sigma Nus strive
to be • ' , • I excel and grew
In, ,S4 ,sn't exist day by day; ri to the future. We
do not hale. -ia No was founded aguinst. hazing. Instead, we
develop leadei inen of Honor who learn to respect the dignity
and worth of mankind.
Rush is a time to get aquainted with Sigma Nu.
Take advantage of this opportunity to meet all kinds of
people... and see why we make the difference.
Rush Schedule pott,
The Maine Campus, September 14-16
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UMASS continued from page 13
"When you get into the first game of the
season, the team is usually pumped up
and it's tough to keep that intensity. But
if they don't have that same attitude
against UMaine, they will get killed like
they did last year."
Reid added, "It's a long season and we
have to put each game in perspective
because probably two losses will win the
conference."
For the Black Bears, who were held to
just 121 yards of total offense in last
weeks 31-7 loss to Villanova, the signs
for an offensive outburst are there.
Junior tailback Carl Smith has always
had success against UMass. In his two
years on the teatn, he has piled up 433
yards on 56 carries. In fact, the whole
Black Bear offense has played well, win
ni ng 40-23 last year and losing 45-42 two
years ago.
Our goal is to hold Smith under 200
yards," Reid said. "You're never going to
stop a Carl Smith, but you can't have him
make any .70-yard runs on you either."
i Mass lost a major part of their offense
last week when tailback Jerome Bledsoe.
who rushed for 77 yards on nine carries,
went down with a broken ankle in the first
half against Holy Cross and will be lost
for the season.
"Jerome is a very solid runner and will
be a big member of the team to replace,"
Reid said. "(Backup tailback) Johnny
Johnson is a good, solid football player
who has some speed, but there are not
two Jerome Bledsoe's on this team."
One of the few brightspots for the Black
Bears last week was the play of the
linebackers.
Senior captain Mike Smith made 10
unassisted tackles and was in on II oth-
ers leading the way for UMaine. Sopho-
more Mark Dube recorded 13 tackles
and freshman Jemal M nrph. a converted
tailback, had 10 tackles in his debut at
outside linebacker.
Ferentz saideven though his team didn't
play well last week against Villanova, it
might not have been as bad as it appeared.
"The team is not used to losing and they
do feel down right now," Ferentz said.
"But I think we looked worse than we
really were."
"U Mass played a really good game last
week and we are going to have to be a!
our best to play with them," he said.
The Maine Campus Sports Department is
ing-)f"v riters. If no are interested please
contact it or Erika Hurtubise at
JIMINIIMoommonamm.
J, -1268,
Cue. r Health Center
Measles..
Dori'' Catch Itifi
First Year Students
come to the
Measles
•mitinizati in Clinic
Thursday
September 20,1990
•
Cutler Health Center
8:00 a.n. to 6:00 p.m.
Clash 
This week's opponent is Georgia
Southern, the defending Division 1-AA
champion. Two years ago, Florida State
,had to rally ir the fourth quarter to beat
Georgia Southern 28-10.
As if Texas-El Paso didn't have enough
to worry about in Knoxville. Now, the
Miners have to contend with Tennessee's
bag of tricks. In beating Mississippi State
last Saturday. the Vols scored a touch-
down on a "fumblerooskie," in which the
quarterback intentionally fumbles the hall
and it's picked up by a guard.
Tennessee coach Johnny Majors says
he might use some other trick plays Sat-
urday. "Sometimes I have the guts to use
them and sometimes I don't," he said.
continued from page 13
"Sometimes I didn't use them and wished
I had. sometimes I used them and wished
I hadn't."
At Norman, Okla., Pitt and Oklahoma
meet in a game that matches two coaches
with different styles but a longstanding
friendship. Gary Gibbs of Oklahoma was
a linebacker and spent his „career as a
defensive coach: Paul Hackett was a
quarterback and spent his career as an
offensive coach. •
They became friends when Gibbs was
an Oklahoma assistant and Hackett was
an assistant at Southern Cal.
"It's just a typical coaches friendship,"
Gibbs said. "He's a very good friend."
Nteres arid Vkiotr;t:'3's ro, 
Goff 1 • itt'-
11111111111111PV • wys'
,frrrmli and Friends Weekend
_7atember 21-23, 1990
'lark your calendars now for Family and Friends %doted
.?901 You In invited to participate in an exciting weekend
fun, oakuraj and educational activities, and con:ftSi011tent
!flt-11
event 1,!: ',kgliot of this fail
and
The 1990 Family and Friends Weekend brochtue and
registration materials are now available in the
New Suident Progranu Office. 217 Qtadbourne
For more information, call 581-1826.
Some highlights of fonsily and Mends Vasahood
• crytning welcome address to families and • special faculty inception on Satioday morning
ginautianal Pair featuring exhibits and boobs sponsosed by over taw hundred student
oi pill/A*0M.
• Navajo Day al the H O&M ••••  doe Mains Caner for die Arts.
• Lobate/ feast and LiMaint football gina Univanity of New lisinpshire.
• Antiques, Cullecilt, V raft Mwtet.
Planetsrium
• Putiti . tce i.
the Arts peoi, .o itutctuns Concert Hall
• , s.tti -is?.... • ,to, : it
. for the *bole family
• Buys."
• *,
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Carnegie exhibits really shine
By Frank Spurr
Staff Writer
The lights at the museum of art at
Carnegie Hall will be flickering on and
off during the next few months, hut it's
not an electrical problem. It's art.
A new exhibit opens this Friday at the
museum located near Salentine Hall,
featuring the works of Anders Knutsson,
a Swedish artist known for his lu inous,
or "gio‘A -in-the-dart," painting.
Knutson began working with lt4minous
painting n 1980. He mixes regulaiacrylic
or oil paint with grounded color pigment
and then works on canvas or homemade
paper.
The end result is a painting which ap-
pears one way in the light and quite
another way in the dark. The nighttime
appearance slowly alters, lasting for about
7-8 minutes.
"There are really two exhibitions going
on here," according to Lisa Parks, assis-
The Maine Campus, September 14-16
Lobster
continued from page 4
caliber handgun and .38-caliber hand-
gun.
One of the boats also was damaged in
the confrontation, said another Marine
Patrol officer, who spoke on condition of
anonymity.
Fessenden said the Marine Patrol is
investigating whether to file criminal
charges against the crews involved.
"It's highly illegal to molest another
man's gear." said David Dow, executive
director of the Lobster Institute, a coop-
erative research program at the Univer-
sity of Maine at Orono. "I!. automatic,
three-yearlicensesur for any body
caught doing it.
"But territoriality has been around for
as long as anybody can remember," Dow
said. "It's rare that you see a territorial
dispute flare up in this overt fashion.
Most of the territorial disputes are only
handled in the thick fog and the black of
night."
Bob Brown, president of the Maine
Import-Export Lobster Dealers Associ-
ation, said the territorial feuding is a
reflection of the tension lobstermen are
feeling as they try to pay their bills with
less income.
Softshell lobsters often have sold for as
low as $1.75-$1.85 a pound wholesale
this summer, he said.
About 40 lobsterrnen from the Corea
area of the eastern Maine ci ! tied up
their boats and refu:ied tr , F7-iday,
Saturday and Sunday in test
over the low prices.
Brown said Maine harvested about 22
million pounds of lotister in 1988 and 24
million pounds in 1989. Lobster industry
officials are preilictieg i!;: year's catch
will hit about 26 miii
He said the • -iget. is root-
ed in simplt demand eco-
nomics - wi hat much lobster being
harvested, pi ha‘ !:,,uped.
"If you've -,,1 pa), -1. to make and
the money isn there ti, pd.) them, there's
tension."
OPEN
RUSH
ASSOCIATE WITH
EXCELLENCE
Sat, 9/15 Cookout lp.m. Wells Lounge
. Mon. 9/17 Ice Cream So-cial 7p.m.
FFA Room Mein. Union
Tue. 9/18 Meet the Brothers 7p.m.
- N. Bangor Lounge
Wed. 9/19 Informational Meeting place TBA
For more information call 827-4962 Troy or Mark
irtbdt:,„ chi alpha
tant to the museum director.
The staff at the museum is very excited
abopt Knutsson's show, according to
Parks.
"This is a blockbuster show. It doesn't'
get any better than this at the University
of Maine," she said.
Parks said that Knutsson is known for
experimenting and wilt often flash a
light with someone standing in front of
the picture. or maybe he'll use a strobe
light in a quest for different effects be-
tween light and pigments.
"He's experimenting with a type of art
that nobody's ever really done before.
There are so many levels. It's challenging
the outer levels of art," Parks said.
With all the lights flicking on and off,
students at Carnegie Hall'could trip over
each other after every class. For thi
reason, the museum staff Will turn off the
lights at regular times, although these
times have not been decided yet. ac-
cording to Parks.
The art museum is open Mon. through
Fri. from 8:00 to 4:30 and Sat. from 1:00
to 4:00. It is also open Wed. evenings.
"We are very accessible and we want
the public to know about it," Parks said.
Animals
continued from page 2
or testing using the live vertebrate ani-
mals, the 1ACUC takes into consider-
ation the degree of pain and stress given
to the animal, the benefits of the experi-
ment, and the importance of the resulting
information.
According to the doc ument. potentially
painful experiments" may be approved if
"the animal is anesthetized and insensi-
tive to the pain during the entire proce-
dure." If the animal is in "severe pain"
and cannot be helped, it will be "killed
immediately" using a humane and ac-
ceptable method.
The document also forbids teaching
activities that "may subject animals to
discomfort, stress or restraint" beyond
the animals normal living conditions.
The live vertebrate animals that the
University of Maine researches are Mostly
"rats, mice, rabbits and farm animals."
according to Chairman of the IACUC
and Assistant Professor of Psychology
'Alan Rosenwasser.
Rosenwasser conducts research on rats
and mice. He is concerned mostly with
the psychological and biological aspects.
His researet is on biological clocks and
brain mechanism that give animals a sense
of time.
The federal government does not require
universities to obtain the approval of the
IACUC for the teaching aspect using
animals, only research and testing. The
University of `Maine requires that every
course on this campus that uses animals
must be previously be approved of by the
'f"
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"Jaws" 410 L' p y-craw ly moves.
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a 1•1•Ister's degree in chemistry from
Washington State Uni ty, a bachelor's
degree in physics from : ;itman College,
Walla Walla. Wash,. ;. 1! is a candidate
tor a Ph.D. in physic.: !;
The author of numerous publications
and presentations in her field. Dake is a
member of the American Chemical Soci-
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ety and American Vacuum Society. She
also ahs held assistantships at Southern
Illinois University and Whitman College.
A native of Snohomish, Wash., Dake
was raised in Bothell, Wash., where she
attended high school.
Dear $ idef
September 10, 1990
We nee•::1 a-,. .•.)h Thursday, September 20,1990 wo nolding :,••••• :rntruf•!.,.ition sna' ":'al clinic is to offer
each of a•••-,t.,:one.1 against Me -
The Ur •v:i
We
r.)Utnr :
have 1,7i ;
•
,
••:Jt but tr
severe restrictic,
Hents to be exck.'::
igain
Astes outbreak in February of 1990
wlso developed a case of meas;es
:-.1ny reasons wtly the !previous
it is that it didn't work. The
. !ivents, disrupted classes, and
e campus. None of us wants to
Meask.--,•; :!: -Id Colby College reported a case on September 7, 1990. We
know )•,.•,it between the campuses. We don't want the disease to
spreac:', campus. -Sc we need you to come to the center for yOlif
•,' •ve ;,'nrnunizeci 1,800 students in one day The average wait was less
. 'or the immunization and 10 minutes observation time. You can
service form our clinic staff team including health
eaucaz:•:c. LIVAC student volunteers, registaf eel nurses,
Physic:Ian!: -;dacmirlIstrativo staff.
PLEASE COME, GET YOUR SHOT, AND KEEP MEASLES
OFF 7%-lE CAMPU
Thertx you
'-' Mark J1at.ks4n MD
Direcleir for tudert Health
PS
ance tot yi;ur cooperation
r 0,10 ''.•4•;;.;1, ' 10 come MD Ihe sink.
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 Aillinii•••••••••••••••sr.
Spring Semester
Student Teaching
IF YOU HAVE NOT APPLIED
FOR STUDENT TEACHING,
YOU MUST DO SO
IMMEDIATELY AT THE
STUDENT TEACHING OFFICE,
INFORMATION DESK,
SHIBLES HALL
DEADLINE: October 5, 1990 
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Damn Yankee
"After Hours
Night Club"
9:00 p.m.
UNION
ARD
*3 
PRESENTS
5
• Admission $1.00
•
•
•
• 
• Cash Bar with ID
•
•
•
•
•
• 
Soda 8z Munchies
•
•
•
•
•
• OOO •••.•• OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO ••..
COMEDY!!!
CAITO STMORINI
UNION
BOARD
PRESENTS j
TOM ACOUSTI
singer/songwriter
Friday, Sept. 14
In The Bear's Den
8:00p.m.
E .ADMISSION- everyone welcome!
Lash Bar with ID
Soda and Munchies Available
Sponsored by ihe Union Board
 MEW 
For tie kid in each of us, t.
and for each of us 'IL
who has been tidy--
a kid.. „
CAvis ad Eabbse
hack all the
• of being a
chile, ,With warm
• sharp insight and
• amusing an, cartoonist
Bill Watter&or, cruces the world of
Calvin, the type of six-year-old boy we are all
familiar with, and Hobbes, his tiger friend,
compann:-.• , cl confidant, who, to
‘,•• to Calvin is real.
Read Calvin
and Hobbes
in the Maine
• 0111•1•411
•
• .Lrt 140.piat )301
.ofthe
'ittade in the Maine (Qm
.t-i44 g • „/;, e t, a .•
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We woti14 love toJilear 'from
you
f 1 s R.,v I, Oil
4
ampus, September 14-1 6 19
2Ly-
--Tormaimer...
Alt
461,,
be Lniversity of Maine's College ot business Administration has receive(' a 30,000 grant toward a Macinaosn Computer Lab from Apple Computer inc. A tie isao.
located in East Annex, is viewed as an important enhancement in the background of business students as they enter the work force.
'pt 41,14 WSW 01' 
t. ya.
nIt.‘"tt
larc-
g66 'F1,1
The Union Board and ROC
Present.
111111110
1:rxj LICAACIR L We- ill Se
ret he WWI/lett tl•.- ; ;Kvit'd b.. .
Friday, September 14
Hauck Auditorium-
hc)m)i1 BgN p OM a gold egoo
t,A© wvMh ouce-wva
04
sop
20
UMW 
Iraq cont nued from page 11
convenience following their eight-year
war, which ended in 1988.
Oil experts said Thursday that Iran's
reported food-for-oil deal with Iraq could
Allow Tehran to earn nearly $2 billion
more a year by eliminating is oil imports
and boosting exports. Sources have said
Iran agreed to send food and medicine to
Baghdad in exchange for 200:000 barrels
of oil per day.
Pierre Terzian, editor of the Paris-based
newsletter Petrostrategies said Iran
"probably could supply enough food to
the right people and places to keep the
Iraqi economy going" for awhile. Iran's
oil refineries were damaged during the
war, so the Iranians have been importing
150,000 barrels a day. paid for in scarce
foreign currency.
Kayhan International, a Tehran news-
paper, said Thursday that recently im-
proved ties would allow the two countries
to "safeguard the area's tranquility, and
also prevent the influence and domina-
tion of foreign forces in the Persian Gulf."
The Tehran Times, which refir.ets
goverement think ine on Wedii, :.iy
Tee() some t
, a Ty-
Cam - zhv
denied Iran had agreed to provide food
and medicine to Iran. State Department
spokesman Richard Boucher said tt'•
United States believes Nit will uphol,
the UN.-imposed embargo of Iraq.
. Ambassador Marjatta Rasi Finland. the
head of the U N. Security Council sanc-
tions committee, said Iraq already was
feel ingthe bite of the trade embargo. She
added that Iraq already was feeling the
bite of the trade embargo. She added that
Iraq had "plenty of' foodstuffs" stock-
piled, but was withholding food from
foreigners.
The Security Council held closed ne-
gotiations Thursday to hammer out
guidelines for hurrian' itarian fxx1 distri-
bution to foreigners trapped in Iraq and
Kuwait. No decisions were announced.
The United States and the other four
permanent council members demand
international monitoring to ensure. that
food is not seized by the Iraqi military.
But Cuba. Yemen and some non-aligned
nations insist that all c* ,T.t,:ff, he allowed
in, without outsidc
.:_•;.fs-11.?
th Aldine
ti ter •
iSaturday, Septerither 15
"STUNNING. A FILM OF
ENORMOUS VISCERAL POWERwid, a padwasmice auise ihit defies evarrlig ibm is
6e Ernie. %Main the oraddisa of Ms km gawk Is lisdi luansaimi
sod inspiring. Sam oa die !WM of MT' cassems die war of seams skald
1,16 die war ad oesscieme m hime."
NM TIM
* * * * (HIGILESI RATING)
"ONE OF THE BEST MOMS OF THE YEAR':
itt)ItiN4EFOU1r111".11JIN
A true story ationooence ION and courage iliminct.
L—in  4"
Hauck Auditorium
Shows at 6:30 p.m. and 9:00 p.m.
Admission $.50 with Student ID
Sponsored by: The Union Board and ROC
rhe
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Measles
'ptember 14 -16
continued from page 1
who was vaccinated last year.
According 1.0 Jack.san, the average ssiait
was less than 10 minutes for the ‘inunu-
nization and 10 minutes for observation
time. He expects the same service this
time.
The outbreak of measles caused dis-
ruption in the lives of many students.
Between 61 and 72 students were sent
home until the outbreak was over because
they were judged to be high risks for
contraction measles.
The UMaine track teams were prevented
from competing in championships held
in Massachusetts and fans were not al-
lowed to attend a Maine basketball game
played in Boston.
One case of measles has been reported
at Colby College this year.
To encourage studentk to attend the
special clinic, door prices are being of-
fered.
According to Jackson. if a student who
needs to be immunized is not and there is
an outbreak on campus, then that student
will be sent home.
"All upper class students are well vac-
cinated. The first-year-students and
transfer students are not." Jackson said.
Students who have had two immuni-
zations or who were immunized between
1988 and 1990 do not have to come to the
clinic.
"Please conic, get your shots, and keep
measles off the_cainpus... Jackson urges.
Maine Campus
Classified Advertising
Apartm nts
OLD TOWN
Two bedroom duplex
- located in Old Town.
$350. Available Oct 1.
Limit 2 people. Call:
866-3248 or 866 2518
ORONO
A quiet room to study
in. Private home. Two
minute walk fromithe
University. References
required.
- Tel: 866-2816
 OM,3
 lines
Issues
dollars!
Call 581-1267
Sale
87 Renault Alliance
5 speed Manua
transmit ion. Asking
$2900 or B/0.
Call 866-6780 or
827-3596
FOR SALE - 175 Chevy
Caprice. New'y in-
spected. Reliable win-
ter car. $375 or -best
offer. Call:
866-3223 before 81)
IMMO MN 1=1
For Safe - Olds Trum-
I pet. Excellent Condi-
' non. $250 or WO,
Call: 866-2053
For Sale
For Sale - Hand made
Elecric guitar Signed by
Stevie Ray Vaughn!
Serious inquiries only.
827-4372
Bass Guitar ft Amp
1130 watt Peavy anvil- I
tier, barely used. Ex- I
cellent condition.
$150
I Serwa Jazzman small I
I hand bass $90 or WO I
1.(0,:all: 866-2009 .1
TRAVEL FREE
Quality vacations to
exotic destinations!
The most affordable
Spring Break packages
to Jamaica and
Cancun. Fastest way
to free travel and $$$!
1-800-426-7710
Found
Pair of Mountain
glasses. Found near li-
brary. Call 866-4084
to identify.
Personals
Hey Spaz!
Go for the gold this
weekend. You can do
it!
P.T 
Has he asked you
for money yet! Hee
Hee!
Buy one $
CloWlilligtvertentPUS
et one for 1/2 p!*
')e vemb(
